You're looking at a raster graphic* generated by the best family of high-speed, high-resolution processors, monitors, and peripherals available. Dollar-for-dollar, they'll outperform any systems you can buy.

Our System 3400 display processor, for example, updates at 2 μSec/pixel, draws vectors at 3 μSec/pixel, and generates 9 nSec pixels at 60 Hz refresh, for extremely fast, flicker-free displays at peak 1280 x 1024 raster resolutions.

Versatile Lexidata systems let you configure and program for your particular application...complex CAD/CAM or simple business graphics. Unique look-up tables give you the power to display 4096 colors (from 16.7 million hues) simultaneously! You'll create and manipulate graphics to the limits of your demands.

For details on a Lexidata raster display system, call (617) 663-8550 or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike, Billerica, MA 01865.
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RASTER DISPLAYS... FOR THOSE WHO DEMAND PERFORMANCE.